MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Adjustable CPR Training Masks
MCR Medical Supply’s Re-Inﬂatable Training Masks allow you to customize or
reﬁll your training mask’s air bladder! With the included syringe, you can add or
remove air from the bladder, individualizing the CPR training pocket mask to best
ﬁt the contours of your manikin.

10-Pack of Adult
Adjustable CPR
Training Masks w/
10 FREE Valves
Adult Adjustable

MCRTM-AR

10-Pack of Infant
Adjustable CPR
Training Masks w/
10 FREE Valves
Infant Adjustable

The MCR Training Valves feature an integral air
ﬁlter and valve. When paired with a pocket
resuscitation mask, these valves give your
student the most realistic rescue mask training
experience possible as they duplicate ﬁeld-use
rescue valves in both form and function. The
training valves ﬁt all standard CPR masks, and
come individually wrapped.
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MCRTM-IR

10-Pack of 5 Adult &
5 Infant Adjustable
CPR Training Masks
w/ 10 FREE Valves
Adult/Infant Adjustable MCRTM-AR-IR-5

MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Training Shields & Valves
This latex-free CPR shield features
graphics illustrating hand placement
for administering breaths along with
visual reminders of proper head-tilt
chin-lift technique. Each face shield is
for single use and training purposes
only to help protect your students and
prevent contamination.
MCR Pack of 50
MCR Pack of 200
MCR Pack of 1000

MCRTS-50
MCRTS-200
MCRTS-1000

The training valves feature an integral air
ﬁlter and valve. These valves give your
student the most realistic rescue mask
training experience possible as they
duplicate ﬁeld-use rescue valves in both
form and function.
For training purposes only - always remember to replace the
mask's original valve and ﬁlter assembly after training.

10-Pack
50-Pack w/ Bag
100-Pack w/ Bag

MCRTV
MCRTV-50
MCRTV-100

The bag has a fully functioning, heavy duty zipper
making it great for consistent use. It is made of thick
and durable mesh netting that is diﬃcult to tear and
more reliable.
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Bag Valve Mask (BVM)
The textured surface of the bag
ensures both a secure grip and
that it can be ﬁrmly squeezed
during extended skill sessions.
The trainer even has a pressure
limiting valve so instructors can
teach students on its proper use
or how to identify and resolve a
blocked airway situation during
resuscitation.
Adult / Child

BVM-3081-001

Infant / Neonate
Adult/Child &
Infant/Neonate Combo

BVM-3021-001

Adult/Child 4-Pack

BVM-3081-004

Infant/Neonate 4-Pack

BVM-3021-004

BVM-A-I-1

Each BVM is individually packaged and comes
with a detailed instruction booklet. Also included
are an adult and pediatric rescue mask, both
with re-inﬂatable bladders, a removable oxygen
reservoir bag, and approximately 7' of oxygen
tubing.

The BVM comes packaged in a multipurpose black
mesh bag. The bag has a fully functioning, heavy duty
zipper, making it great for consistent use. It is made of
thick and durable mesh netting that is diﬃcult to tear
and more reliable. This versatile mesh bag can also be
reﬁlled with other training supplies, keeping your
supplies organized and you looking professional. It
also includes a carabiner for your convenience for
easier transportation.
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical CPR Mask Keychain
CPR masks are a must when performing CPR or
rescue breathing.
Ambu, a name synonymous with quality resuscitation
supplies, manufactures the mask inside the MCR Medical
keychain. The compact, easy to use CPR Res-Cue Key mask
features a CPR face shield with a one-way valve, and has
elastic bands to secure the mask to the patient. The Ambu
mask also includes a convenient instruction card that shows
Pack of 10
how to apply the mask, with a reminder of the CPR basics.

MCRKEY-G-10

Pack of 50

MCRKEY-G-50

Case of 250

MCRKEY-G-250

Items in this key chain are LATEX FREE.
Pack of 10

MCRKEY-10

Pack of 50

MCRKEY-50

Case of 250

MCRKEY-250

w/ Gloves

w/o Gloves

Adult/Child & Infant CPR Mask & CPR Mask Keychain Combo
Combo

RM-2071-Key-G

The collapsible, transparent adult mask
features a one-way ﬁlter valve, pliable
bladder to facilitate proper seal, and elastic
head strap for hands-free operation.
Sized to ﬁt more appropriately on the smaller
face of an infant, the separate infant mask
comes with its own valve and is constructed
from the same quality material as the adult
mask, but is not collapsible.
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Have peace of mind wherever you may go
with the CPR keychain hooked right onto
your keys for life saving protection. The red
fabric pouch with key-ring has a velcro style
closure and also contains an Ambu CPR
Res-Cue Mask and a pair of large Nitrile
medical grade powder free exam gloves.

MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Pocket Resuscitator Masks
Preferred by professionals, yet easy enough to use for any rescuer, our latex free
rescue mask makes resuscitation safer for the responder and more eﬃcient for the
patient. Since you won't be pinching the patient's nose shut, each rescue breath will
have two avenues of entry into the body.
Single
Pack of 10
Case of 50

Adult/Child Mask
Our individually packaged,
label-free clamshell mask case
with wrist strap is manufactured
for MCR Medical Supply. The
quality transparent mask
features a one-way ﬁlter valve
and elastic head strap to
facilitate hands-free operation.
Remove the included valve,
and the mask can be connected
to a BVM. The BVM with
reservoir will increase patient
oxygen concentrations to
100%.

Single
Pack of 10
Case of 50

RM-2071-001
RM-2071-010
RM-2071-050

RM-2033-001
RM-2033-010
RM-2033-050

Adult/Child &
Infant Mask

The collapsible, transparent
adult mask features a oneway ﬁlter valve, pliable
bladder to facilitate proper
seal, and elastic head strap
for hands-free operation.
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Sized to ﬁt more appropriately
on the smaller face of an
infant, the separate infant
mask comes with its own
valve and is constructed from
the same quality transparent
material as the adult mask,
but is not collapsible.

MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical First Aid & CPR Training
This First Aid Training Kit can
easily be used to help students
explore their ﬁrst aid skills such
as using direct pressure for
bleeding control, treating soft
tissue injuries, and other ﬁrst aid
techniques. You can also teach
the importance of preventing
disease transmission with this
comprehensive kit.

Pack of 10
Box of 100
Case of 500

Training kit includes:
1 roll of non-sterile conforming
gauze, 3" x 4.1 yards
2 gauze pads, 4" x 4”
2 non-woven triangular
bandages, 42" x 42" x 59”
1 pair of vinyl gloves, size large
Pack of 10
Box of 100
Case of 500

Epi Pen Trainer

Single
Pack of 4
Pack of 10
Pack of 25

500-00
500-00-004
500-00-010
500-00-025

FTK2-10
FTK2-100
FTK2-500

FTK1-010
FTK1-100
FTK1-500

Help students explore
their First Aid skills,
especially utilization of
available resources, with
our most cost-eﬀective
solution for ﬁrst aid
training! The large nonwoven triangular
bandages will spark
participant creativity
during splinting exercises!

The Epi Pen Trainer enhances the learning
experience both in its design, by mimicking the steps
necessary when using the actual auto-injector, and
in its behavior with an audible ‘click’, conﬁrming that
the device was pressed ﬁrmly enough against the
patient to activate.
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical First Aid & CPR Training
CPR Instructors will appreciate this all-in-one
student training kit. The complete kit makes
for easy class planning. The latex-free CPR
face shield is designed with graphics
indicating hand placement for administering
breaths along with visual reminders of
proper head-tilt chin-lift technique.

Pack of 10
Box of 100
Case of 500

CTK1-10
CTK1-100
CTK1-500

The package contains one face shield
measuring 7.5" x 11.75" and works well with
most types of training manikins. One pair of
vinyl latex-free gloves completes the kit.

Help students explore their First Aid skills,
especially utilization of available resources,
with our most cost-eﬀective solution for ﬁrst aid
training! The large non-woven triangular
bandages will spark participant creativity
during splinting exercises!

Pack of 10
Box of 100
Case of 500

FTK2-10
FTK2-100
FTK2-500

Training kit includes:
1 roll of non-sterile conforming gauze, 3" x 4.1 yards
2 gauze pads, 4" x 4”
2 non-woven triangular bandages, 42" x 42" x 59”
1 pair of vinyl gloves, size large

CPR Kneeling Mat
Our individually packaged MCR
Medical-branded kneeling pads are a
generous 21.75” by 12.25".The soft,
comfortable 3/8” thick black pads are not
made with natural rubber latex, but with
a material called nitrile-butadiene rubber
(NBR), making them less likely to cause
an allergic reaction.
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Single Mat
Pack of 4

MCRMAT
MCRMAT-4

MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Novelty Items
Awareness is an important part of CPR training. This is one reason why we made
these novelty items available to our customers. Instructors can use them as a way
to promote CPR to their students after training as well as give them an added
boost of conﬁdence. Click on the item images or titles for more information.

Metal CPR
Certiﬁed
Key Chain
Single

CPRKey-1

Pack of 10

CPRKey-10

Pack of 50

CPRKey-50

Pack of 200

CPRkey-200

Red
Silicone
Wristband
Pack of 10

WBR-010

Pack of 50

WBR-050

Pack of 200

WBR-200

Pack of 10

Blue Pack of 50
Silicone Pack of 200
Wristband
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Silicone
ManiKey
Single

ManiKey-1

Pack of 10

ManiKey-10

Pack of 50

ManiKey-50

Pack of 200

ManiKey-200

WBB-010
WBB-050
WBB-200

Assorted
CPR Button Pins
Pack of 10

Buttons-10

Pack of 50

Buttons-50

Pack of 200

Buttons-200

MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Carry Bags
Be ready to roll at a moment’s notice when you keep your essential CPR and ﬁrst
aid training supplies in this convenient and easy to carry bag! Our exclusive MCR
Medical carry bags are the perfect size to transport and store your equipment with
style and ease.

CarryAll-L
Speciﬁcally designed for MCR Medical, our durable,
oversized Trolley Bag is manufactured with water
resistant polyester fabric and includes two sewn-in
support bases both on the bottom and sides. The large
interior storage compartment is easily accessed by the
top zipper, with an additional large side zippered pocket
allowing for storage of smaller sized items needed for
class like pens, CPR novelty gifts or training valves.
Fully expanded, the Trolley Bag’s dimensions are
25.5in x 13in x 27in with a large side pocket that
measures 20.25in x 11.5in.
Large, Wheeled

CarryAll-S

Small, Shoulder Strap

CarryAll-L
CarryAll-S

The large interior compartment can ﬁt an adult
manikin, infant manikin and AED trainer with
room left over for smaller supplies. Two side
zipper pockets and one front pocket provide
even more space for small materials. A
comfortable shoulder strap, two side straps
and Velcro holding strap oﬀer lots of ways to
carry and maneuver. “Friction feet” keep the
bottom of your bag clean no matter where you
have to put it, but the durable, water-resistant
polyester shell is easy to clean and care for no
matter what happens.
Maximize your storage and transportation space by combining with the
CarryAll-L: this smaller version sits right on top and secures to the trolley
handle with a special “bottomless” pocket.
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical Manikin Clothing Line
Keep your Adult CPR Training Manikin clean and looking stylish
in this one of a kind red zip nylon vest. Our ManiVest comes
equipped with a clear small pocket for you to put one of your
business cards or a name tag for your manikin.
Single
4-Pack

ManiBibs-1
ManiBibs-4

Our ManiBibs come equipped
with a small pocket so your
students have a clear visual of
the feedback device located in
the diaper area.
For your convenience, the
ManiBibs were designed to
fold down to allow easy access
to the chest for lung bag
installation without having to
remove the entire onsie. Fully
functioning snaps allow for
quick and easy dressing.

Single
4-Pack

ManiVest-1
ManiVest-4

This stylish red nylon UltraVest with a
front zipper is custom designed to ﬁt
any Prestan Ultralite manikins’ torso
and features easy access to the
compression piston on the manikin’s
back, as well as left shoulder access to
the piston cord.
Single
4-Pack
12-Pack

UltraVest-1
UltraVest-4
UltraVest-12
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical CPR Training Kits
These CPR manikin training kits contain basic equipment needed by CPR
instructors, such as CPR manikins, AED trainers, and accessories.

Beneﬁts of Prestan’s Ultralite CPR Manikin
•Can easily be stored in smaller locations
•Signiﬁcantly lighter in weight and compact
•Quick, easy, and eﬃcient manikin set up
•Eﬀortless to have shipped when needed
•Convenient size for car or plane travel
•Less expensive than Professional Series

Adult Ultralite CPR Manikin with Feedback & AED Trainer Kit
Ÿ One Prestan Ultralite Adult Manikin w/ Feedback in

nylon case & 10 lung bags
Ÿ One Prestan AED UltraTrainer in nylon case
Ÿ One FREE UltraVest
Ÿ FREE MCRMAT for kneeling support
Medium Skin Tone

K100M-ULM-UT1

4 Adult Ultralite CPR Manikins with Feedback & 4 AED Trainers Kit
Ÿ Four Prestan Ultralite Adult Manikin w/ Feedback in

nylon case & 50 lung bags
Ÿ Four Prestan AED UltraTrainer in nylon case
Ÿ Four FREE UltraVests
Ÿ Four FREE MCRMATS for kneeling support
Medium Skin Tone

K400M-ULM-UT4

Ultralite Manikin Accessories
Ultralite Lung Bags
Ultralite Face Shield
Ultralite Feedback Piston
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PP-ULB-50
PP-UFS-50
RPP-ULPISTONM-1-MS

MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical CPR Training Kits
These CPR manikin training kits contain basic equipment needed by CPR
instructors, such as CPR manikins, AED trainers, and accessories.

Adult CPR Manikin with Feedback & AED Trainer Kit
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

One Prestan Adult Manikin w/ Feedback in nylon case & 10 lung bags
One Prestan AED UltraTrainer in nylon case
One FREE ManiVest
One FREE MCRMAT for kneeling support

Medium Skin Tone
Dark Skin Tone

K100M-MS-UT1
K100M-DS-UT1

Adult & Infant CPR Manikins with Feedback & AED Trainer Kit
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

One Prestan Adult Manikin w/ Feedback in nylon case & 10 lung bags
One Prestan Infant Manikin w/ Feedback in nylon case & 10 lung bags
One Prestan AED UltraTrainer in nylon case
One FREE ManiVest
One FREE ManiBibs
One FREE MCRMAT for kneeling support

Medium Skin Tone
Dark Skin Tone

K101M-MS-UT1
K101M-DS-UT1

Adult & Infant CPR Manikins with Feedback & AED Trainer Kit
w/ CarryAll-S
Ÿ One Prestan Adult Manikin w/ Feedback in
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

nylon case & 10 lung bags
One Prestan Infant Manikin w/ Feedback in
nylon case & 10 lung bags
One Prestan AED UltraTrainer in nylon case
One CarryAll-S carry bag with travel strap
One FREE ManiVest
One FREE ManiBibs
One FREE MCRMAT for kneeling support

Medium Skin Tone

K101M-CA
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical CPR Training Kits
These CPR manikin training kits contain basic equipment needed by CPR
instructors, such as CPR manikins, AED trainers, and accessories.

4-Pack Adult CPR Manikins with Feedback & 4-Pack AED Trainer Kit
Ÿ 4-Pack of Prestan Adult Manikin w/

Feedback in nylon case & 50 lung bags
Ÿ 4-Pack of Prestan AED UltraTrainer in

nylon case
Ÿ Four FREE ManiVest
Ÿ Four FREE MCRMATS for kneeling

Medium Skin Tone
Diversity Skin Tone

K400M
K400M-MSDS

** Diversity Kits (shown in image) contain both
medium and dark skin tone manikins**

2 Adult & 2 Infant CPR Manikins with Feedback & 2 AED Trainers Kit
Ÿ Two Prestan Adult Manikins w/ Feedback in
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

nylon case & 20 lung bags
Two Prestan Infant Manikins w/ Feedback in
nylon case & 20 lung bags
Two Prestan AED UltraTrainers in nylon case
Two FREE ManiVests
Two FREE ManiBibs
Two FREE MCRMATS for kneeling support

Medium Skin Tone
Diversity Skin Tone

K202M-MS
K202M-MSDS

4 Adult & 4 Infant CPR Manikins with Feedback & 4 AED Trainers Kit
Ÿ Four Prestan Adult Manikins w/ Feedback in

nylon case & 50 lung bags
Ÿ Four Prestan Infant Manikins w/ Feedback in
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

nylon case & 50 lung bags
Four Prestan AED UltraTrainers in nylon case
Four FREE ManiVests
Four FREE ManiBibs
Four FREE MCRMATS for kneeling support

Medium Skin Tone
Diversity Skin Tone

K404M
K404M-MSDS
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MCR
MEDICAL
MCR Medical CPR Training Kits
These CPR manikin training kits contain basic equipment needed by CPR
instructors, such as CPR manikins, AED trainers, and accessories.

Beneﬁts of Prestan’s Series 2000 CPR Manikin
•Provides 5 diﬀerent types of advanced Feedback
•Rate, Depth, Recoil, Ventilation, Hands-Oﬀ
•Monitor up to six students at a time
•App is easy to download, initiative, and provides
real time feedback.

Adult Series 2000 CPR Manikin with Feedback & AED Trainer Kit
Ÿ One Prestan Series 2000 Adult Manikin w/

Feedback in nylon case & 10 ventilation lung bags
Ÿ One Prestan AED UltraTrainer in nylon case
Ÿ One FREE ManiVest
Ÿ One FREE MCRMAT for kneeling support
Medium Skin Tone

K100S2-MS-UT1

4 Adult Series 2000 CPR Manikins with Feedback & 4 AED Trainers Kit
Ÿ Four Prestan Adult Series 2000 Manikins w/

Feedback in nylon case & 50 ventilation lung
bags
Ÿ Four Prestan AED UltraTrainers in nylon case
Ÿ Four FREE ManiVests
Ÿ Four FREE MCRMATS for kneeling support
Medium Skin Tone

K400S2-MS-UT4

Series 2000 Manikin Accessories
10-Pack Lung Bags
50-Pack Lung Bags
Single Add-On Kit
4-Pack Add-On Kit
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PP-VALB-10
PP-VALB-50
RPP-AAOK2000-1
RPP-AAOK2000-4

